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Ip Ching Books

  

     
  IP MAN'S WING CHUN MOOK YAN JONG SUM FAT
by Grandmaster Ip ChingThis Beautiful full color book is beautifully hard bound. It includes the
entire Wooden Dummy form, Applications, Drills, Explanations. It covers everything a serious student
of Wing Chun needs to know. These lessons are taught by Grandmaster Ip Ching as taught to him by
his father Ip Man.

This book also includes many never before published photos of Grandmaster Ip Man and other
important places and people closely linked to Wing Chun Wooden Dummy training.
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As a limited edition this book will only increase in value, the price of this is held at $120.00 plus
shipping, handling, and insurance of $20,00, USA shipping (call for other countries) for the remainder
of 2005. However this book will increase in price after the first of the year, as long as there are any
left in stock. Our remaining stock of Limited Edition books are already half gone. Hurry now to get
your copy. To Order Click Here

 

 PORTRAIT OF A KUNG FU MASTER
by Ip Ching and Ron Heimberger
Translations by Eric Li
Paperback edition
Now printed in three languages:
English, Italian, and Farcee (Iranian) This book paints a portrait of the famous Wing Chun Master, Ip
Man. This portrait, woven from stories about Ip Man shared by his son, provides a set of 15 principles
as a guide to mastery. While there are broad lessons to be learned from this portrait remember to
savor the details. Many of the great figures of history are shrouded in the mists of aggrandizement,
but here the details, the fine strokes of the portrait have remained to show the humble seeker
something about the life of a master.   To Order Click Here
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